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Spring Break

. x/ Partly cloudy
· riday will be partlY. cloudy
with a chance of showers
high in the 40s.

rcola man finds family
JTHEW MAYNARD

years of not
ing his blood brother
e step sisters, Charles
art of Arcola has been
' d with his family.
the March 16 issue of
imes-Courier a story
told of Howard Eugene
ter - a man who had
reunited with his famter a 48-year separaLancaster was visiting
grave of his mother,
Dillard, in Hopston,
when he found an envecontaining the names
phone numbers of his
ing stepsisters on the
tone.
e got in contact with
isters and the Times·er story followed with
oto. In the photo with
aster was his brother
les who at that point
not been located. That
soon to change.
'Here I was, and they
looking for me. all the
," Stewart said.
arles' adopted brother
rt was informed of the
y and told Charles.
n the long separated
thers, Charles and
ward, spoke to each
r for the first time.
'It's pretty great to meet
r brothers and sisters
r 48 years," Stewart

Illini Win

Eastern airlines' bankruptcy
won't effect students'
vacation plans.
Page3

Illinois knocks off McNeese State 7 7-71
in first round NCAA tourney action.
Page 12

Eastern violates
funding rules
By BOB SWINEY
Staff writer

after Miss Dillard's death.
The three step sisters were
sent to an orphanage in
Indiana. Charles and
Howard were sent to an
Illinois orphanage. Clifford
Stewart of Arcola adopted
e story began in 1940 Charles.
Charles
said
that
n Charles was born to
e Dillard of Mattoon. although he did think about
. Dilliard died while his brother and step sisters
g birth to Charles. She when he was growing up,
survived by her hus- he "never wanted to pursue
John Lancaster, her it."
boys and three <laugh"You don't know how to
(step sisters to Charles explain it," Charles said.
Howard) Barbara, "You're on the edge. I
erly and Phyllis.
wanted to meet them, but I
he family broke up ,

might feel different after I
meet them."
Charles also said he feels
fortunate for his adopted
family. "I did my share of
fighting and scrapping, but
I was brought up in an
exceptionally good family.
I've had a good life. I'm
thankful for what I've got."
There are presently pla
in the beginning stages for
the whole family to reunite.
Charles, a self-confessed
"50-year-old hippie," said
he was glad to find his family, but "it's not going to
change my lifestyle."

Most universities in Illinois, including Eastern, are violating university guidelines
in subsidizing retirement funds for their
employees, according to the Auditor
General's office.
The guidelines have been violated for
many years, said Judy Lazar, a manager at
the Auditor General's office.
"Eastern, along with other state universities, agreed in 1982 with governing
boards and the legislative audit board to
phase out the payment into the retirement
funds, but they have not done so," Lazar
going to continue paying into the the
said.
When Eastern was audited for fiscal accounts because we don't feel it is a subyear 1988, the auditors found that $324,800 sidy," said Michelle Brayzelle,
was being put into a retirement fund for the spokeswoman of the Board of Governors.
Brayzelle said this is a problem at all
univerity employees. The money was coming from tuition and state appropriated BOG schools which include Chicago State
University, Governors State Univerity,
funds.
According to the pension code, state Northeastern Illinois University, Western
,noney may be used to pay retirement con- Illinois University and Eastern.
"We are not going to change until there
tributions, but not this type of retirement
is legislation that clarifies proper procefund .
"The particular retirement fund is classi· dure," Brayzelle said.
Lazar said there is going to be legislafied as an auxiliary enterprise, which is the
tion introduced in the next legislative sesterm for fringe benefits," Lazar said.
Lazar said the only auxiliary enterprise sion. If passed, the legislation will say state
the univerity is supposed to pay into is appropriated money may not be used for
any auxiliary enterprise, except for group
group insurance for the employees.
But apparently, the guideline is confus- insurance.
"If the legisfature comes up with a proping to the universities and they are using
the money and think they are in line with er law, we will take the finding off of
Eastern 's audit," Lazar said.
the guidelines.
· omes up every year and we are

to-ps publishing for break
Because Eastern students will be head.mg to different areas other than classes,
The Daily Eastern News will cease publication during spring vacation.
The News will resume its normal publi-

cation March 27 after Easter Sunday.
The offices of The Daily Eastern News
will be closed from March 20 to 24.
The staff of the News hopes you have a
safe and enjoyable spring vacation.

partments to undergo mandatory fire inspections
quick glance around the kitchen may
1 that the fire extinguisher is at shoullevel on the wall. Back in the bedroom,
's only one door leading out of the
en's room. These points, and the fact
the battery from the smoke detector
been put in the portable radio, make the
lling illegal under Charleston fire pro'on codes.
or the last two years, Charleston comcial properties have been undergoing
datory inspections through the
leston fire department, and residential
tal properties are about to· become the
t tatget.
1987, Charleston adopted the BOCA,
ic Fire Prevention Code, Seventh
"tion. Fire Chief Tom Watson said the
, published by the Building Officials
Code Administrators International,

Inc., is one of the more recognized plans
for inspection codes.
Before the CFD assumed responsibility
of inspecting dwellings, in cooperation
with building inspector Jeff Finley, Watson
said the city of Charleston employed a
part-time inspector, but had to eliminate the
position as a cost-saving measure.
Following the transition to the CFD, the
decision was made to concentrate attention
on assemblages, properties where more
than 50 people congregate, such as restaurants, movie theaters and bars. "We decided that that should be our highest priority
because of the number of people
involved," Watson said.
Residential rental properties must meet
slightly different criteria for safety, Watson
said, because those inhabiting the
dwellings sleep in them overnight.
Charleston has elected to adopt its o·wn
fire safety codes as opposed to coming
under state inspection. "In most cases they

(separate codes) are equivalent or slightly
stricter," Watson said.
Earle Heffley, spokesman for the State
Fire Marshal, Springfield, said there is no
statewide building code used, but the State
Fire Marshal's office will handle inspections of residential properties for cities
" except in those instances where local
municipalities have as strict or stronger
laws" than those used by the state.
'·'Local authorities inspect the premises," Heffley said, but "we will inspect on
request."
While not all codes are currently being
met on all properties, Watson said he
believes it is better to get results than take
legal proceedings. "Our philosophy is, as
long as the owner or tenant is working with
us, we are not taking legal proceedings to
get it (meeting standards) done," Watson
said. He said since the CFD took over
inspections, only one landlord has been
taken to court because of failure to attempt

to comply with codes.
Watson said now that commercial properties have been inspected and standards
are in the process of being complied with,
inspections by the CFD will start to ,center
on the properties being rented as housing.
"We have done a number of inspections
in the last two years" on residential properties by request," Watson said. Charleston
has not begun mandatory inspections,
although many landlords have requested
inspections of property to check safety and
see that codes are being followed. Watson
also said any new dwellings constructed
are inspected by himself and Finley.
The main reason cited by Watson for
failure to conduct mandatory inspections is
lack of manpower and inexperience. He
said no new inspectors would likely be
hired because of lack of money. Most firefighters do not have experience with
inspecting dwellngs and time is needed to
• Continued on page 6
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Formula will save $900 million

Taxes on alcohol cover less
CHICAGO -Taxes on alcohol cover less than half the costs that
heavy drinkers impose on the public through auto accidents, sick leave
and other expenses, while smokers just about pay their own way, a new
study says.
" It's true that smokers impose higher costs while they're around,
but... they die off early after paying into the system,". said William G.
Manning, a health economist who led the study for the RAND Corp. in
Santa Monica, Calif.
.
Thus, smokers pose less of a burden in pension benefits and nursing
home-care costs, he said.
"The contrast between smoking and drinking is that the drinker
sometimes takes an innocent bystander with him," added Manning,
now a professor at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, in a telephone interview Thursday.
A spokeswoman for the alcohol industry disputed the study's findings.
Manning and his colleagues at RAND found that smoking costs to
society average 38 cents per pack - just over the average 37 cents per
pack currently levied in state and federal sales and excise taxes.

Feds say apples are safe

WASHINGTON (AP) -The
Federal '
Communication
Commission on Thursday abolished regulations by which
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. sets long-distance rates,
replacing them with a formula
designed to save consumers $900
million over four years.
However, some members of
Congress have said the plan,
favored by AT&T, could lead to
price increases, particularly for
consumers in rural areas.
The unanimous commission
vote will replace AT&T's socalled rate-of-return regulations
on July I with a plan that would

tie long-distance prices to the rate
of inflation.
FCC Chairman Dennis Patrick
described the commission action
as "a major milestone" in telephone regulation.
He said it was time to move on
from the rate-of-return process
extablished for the old Bell
System in the 1960's. Under that
system, AT&T was allowed to
make a set profit beyond its costs,
which Patrick says provided an
incentive for padding costs.
Currently, AT&T can earn
about 12 percent above its
expenses. The new plan will
allow it to raise its rates for all

customers to 3 percent less
the rate of inflation. An additi
2 percent reduction would
allowed for residential and s
business users.
For instance, if the infla ·
rate were 4 percent, AT&T c
raise its long-distance rate 1
cent overall, but residential
small business users would get
1 percent decrease at that inflati
rate.
· Rates would be set on t
categories of AT&T service:
dential and small businesses,
services, and all other busi
services.

U.S.·soldier charged with espionag
ERANKFURT, West Germany
(AP) -A U.S. soldier has been
charged with espionage for
allegedly handing over " national
defense" information to communist East Germany, the U.S. military said Thursday.
American military authorities
said they filed the charges against
Spec. 4 Michael A. Peri, who
recently disappeared for 11 days
near the East Germany border. He
later turned himself into military
authorities.
In a statement sent to the news
media, the U.S. Army said Peri
" has been charged with espionage-communicating documents
and-or information relating to

WASHINGTON (AP)- Three federal agencies proclaimed Thursday
that apples are safe for children to eat, attempting to calm fears about a
chemical used by some growers that preschoolers are especially vulnerable.
"The federal government believes that it is safe for Americans to eat
apples," said a joint statement by the Environmental Protection
Agency, Food and Drug Administration and Agriculture Departmenr.
.The agencies said there is no "imminent hazard posed to children"
by the consumption of apples.
WASHINGTON (AP)- A spy
At a Senate heafing, FDA Administrator Frank Young noted that he ring of West Germany computer .
moved-swiftly to raise concerns about fruit imported from Chile after hackers gained access to lower
traces of cyanide were found in two grape"S. He declared he would 110' ' level military databanks over lhe
the same if he thought apples were dangerous for children.
last two years, but appears not to
There has been growing concern among parents and school officials have penetrated any system conabout whether childern should continue eating apples and apple prod- taining classified secrets, the
ucts until questions about the health questions.
Pentagon said Thursday.
.
At the center of the controversy is the chemical daminozide, sold
"Based on the information that
under the trade name Alar, which the EPA said has caused cancer in we have ·thus far, and this is not
test animals. Last month a private environmental group issued a report complete ... our best judgment is
suggesting that children are especially at risk from Alar because they that the computer hackers did not
consume many times more apples and apple products, compared to penetrate secure programs," said
their weight than adults.
Pentagon spokesman Dan

national defense to the German
Democratic Republic (GDR)."
The statement said Peri was
charged with "moving classified
documents to the GDR and transfer of classified information to
unauthorized persons."
It provided no further details
about the information allegedly
handed over to the East Germans.
Peri disappeared Feb. 21 from
the 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment in Fulda, 65 miles
northeast of Frankfurt.
Some officials speculated that
he defected after a military vehicle he signed out was found Feb
23. near the town of Obersuhl, a
remote rural area northeast of

Fulda and near the East Ge
border.
U.S. officials said Peri wo
as an electronics warfare si
specialist. He was responsible
operating equipment that de
enemy radar and bther signals.
has been stationed in Wi
Germany since March 1988.
The Army communique said
also was charged with " failure
obey the lawful regulations
require him to get permission
travel to the German Dem
Republic." The statement did
say where Peri went inside
Germany or how he crossed
heavily guarded border into
communist nation.

Spy ring gains access to data

The
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Howard.
sensitive."
Alexander Prechtel,
He said a two-week review of
the evidence assembled by spokesman for chief federal
American and West German · ecutor Kurt Rebmann, said at
aufhorities suggests the spy ring time that eight West Germ
never gained access to any com- were still under investigation.
puter system containing classified
Three West Germans w
secrets.
arrested on March 3 when au
On March 6, a spokesman for ities first moved against the ·
West German's ARD telev·
the chief federal prosecutor in
West Germany told reporters a network has reported the
continuing investigation of the tapped into information from
ring in that country suggested U.S. Defense Department
"the information obtained by the computers handling research
hackers does not appear to be that nuclear weapons.
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GREAT TAKE-OUT
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JUST $5. 95.
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Now at Monical's, get a Large (16")
Thin Crust Cheese & Sausage Pizza
tµ go for just $5.95 plus tax.
Offer good on Carry-Out
at participating stores.

Also available with a
2-Liter Bottle of Pepsi
for just $1.35 additional.
Expires March 31, 1989
Present chis coupon when picking up order.

Charleston 348-75 IS

I.

I

FREE DELIVERY after 5 p.m.
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Airline affecting
stu_d~nts traveling
to warme climate

rab your suntan lotion and
ch towel! It's Spring Break
he said students can get a
By CURT DAWSO
everyone seeking fun and sun
Staff writer
refund, but the. refunds will not be
ding for warmer weather, no
issued until long after Spring
r how far away it is or how
Eastern students traveling out Break has come and gone.
h it is going to cost.
"If a student has paid by credit
of the state for Spring Break may
o prepar~ the body for the
card,
however, he can refuse to
find themselves in a jam because
'ted rays, students have been
pay
the
credit card company since
of the Eastern Airlines strike.
'ng ready in advance.
the
services
have not been renBarbara Schlauch, of Arrow
employee at The European
dered
and
no
money has actually
Travel, 620 W. Lincoln, said a
Spa, 618 W. Lincoln Ave.,
changed
hands,"
she added.
good number of Eastern students
the spa is booked from 6 a.m.
Cross
Country
Travel, in Cross
use Arrow Travel, and the Eastern
3 a.m. through Friday. The peoCounty
Mall,
said
it handles
Airlines strike has affected
are getting tans as a "base"
about
100
students'
trips. A
between 10 to 20 students.
Spring Break so they don't
spokesman
said
its
student
clients
Since the strike began, Arrow
ok like Casper the Friendly
have
not
been
affected,
but
the
Travel has been attempting to
ost on the beach, she said.
family
tours
have.
make reservations for students on
After the base tan is developed,
Eastern Airlines declared
flights with other airlines, but
dents then need to worry about
bankruptcy
last week, making it
because of Spring Break, this is
e cost of getting out of
the
largest
airline
in history to do
unusually difficult, Schlauch said.
arleston.
so.
The
bankruptcy
resulted from
She added there is not much
The amount of money needed
a
strike
.
by
the
company's
fund the expeditions range
that a travel agent or student can
mechanics
and
baggage
handlers
om $500 to $700, depending
do when a problem like this ariswhich
was
backed
by
the
airline's
n whether they are flying or
es.
'ving. Pam Finley, director for
"If they (clients) have paid with pilots.
In a Time magazine article,
ergency student loans, said 94
cash, legally, there is nothing we
stem students applied for and
can do," Schlauch said. ' ' W e Frank Lorenzo, chairman of
ere granted loans of approxi(travel agencies) are money bro- Texas Air (Eastem's parent comtely $100 each.
kers. The money does not belong pany), said that he would bring
the airline out of bankruptcy
Thirty of the the students said
to us; it belongs to the airlines."
HEATHER FOWLER/Staff photographer
loans were for Spring Break,
Also, clients must sign a waiver stronger than ever. For now, howmley said, but added she has a
absolving the agency of all ever, the fate of Eastern Airlines,
eaky suspicion that more than Senior Brian Bodine perfects his tennis game on the courts behind responsibility should a problem and their ticket holders, lies in a
0 of the loans will be used to McKinney Thursday afternoon.
federal bankruptcy court.
like the Eastern strike arise.
d Spring Break trips.
There are many possible meths to get to your favorite beach,
nd as the old saying goes,
where there's a will there's a
ay."
By KRISTA A. TAYLOR
they need to catcJi a plan;e, or their ride is
Alan Baharlou, chair of the geology departSenior Tony Graziani and junior
Staff writer
leaving earlier than when their classes are ment, said each teacher has the right to set
'ck Bruns said they have been
over," he added.
their own policy, but most students can't
ooking for a place to stay in
Class attendance the day before Spring
Johnson said students are expected to be in afford to miss class due to the nature of the
aytona for several weeks. They
Break can be sparse.
class the day after break as well.
courses.
id every hotel in Daytona is
A random survey of 100 Eastern students
Different
departments
across
campus
may
set
"Most classes hold labs, which are difficult,
ked, but that won't stop them,
revealed
25
students
have
had
classes
cantheir
own
policy
on
attendance,
but
most
agree
and
students can't afford to miss the material
they are hoping for cancellacelled
by
instructors
and
31
students,
whose
that
attendance
is
usually
left
up
to
the
teacheven
if the teacher doesn't have a strict atten'ons once they get to Daytona. If
classes
are
not
cancelled,
plan
on
missing
er.
dance
policy," Baharlou said.
t, they said they're hoping that
class
anyway.
Douglas
Bock,
speech
communications
"Conscientious
students will be there Friday.
Motel 6 will leave the light on
For those who will be in class Friday, 43 had department chair, echoed Johnson regarding I take that into consideration when grading
Junior Ed Streit has an interest- tests, quizzes or extra credit as incentives for student attendance by saying "there's no dif- and a lot of other teachers do too." he said.
ferent policy for Spring Break."
With teachers cancelling class and students
g Spring Break_trip planned. He attending.
"Students
are
supposed
to
be
in
class
and
"It's
left
up
to
teachers
to
create
their
own
leaving
early for break, it doesn't appear the
d 13 of his friends have rented a
teachers
are
obligated
to
hold
class,"
said
policy,"
said
Psychology
Department
Chair
problem
of class attendance the day before
5-foot motor home for their trip
James
Johnson,
assistant
dean
of
student
serSue
Stoner.
break
is
likely
to disappear.
Daytona. Of course, there is the
vices.
"Students
cannot
be
excused
because
ous bus ride and hotel packge deal offered by Campus
arketing Inc., but Randy Fear
d John Nebelle, representatives
r the company, said the bus trip
booked.
By TONY CAMPBELL
University Board plans to
For the people planning a long
Staff writer
increase ticket sales by contactrive to Florida this year,
ing more ticket outlets in the surudweiser will be hosting "Pit
tops" at three individual rest
rounding
area.
Only 1,250 tickets for the
as.
Areas
under
consideration to
spring Concert have sold, said
Budweiser will be giving away
carry
the
April
7
Bangles tickets
Concert Coordinator Trever
e coffee and doughnuts to the
include
Decatur,
Terre
Haute and
Brown.
pring Break travelers. The rest
Millikin
University.
"We
would
Brown said ticket outlets in the
eas are as follows: Henryville
like
to
get
one
or
two
more
outarea will continue to sell Bangles
-65S) and Rin~gold (l-75S) in
lets,"
Brown
said.
tickets to the general public
diana and Savannah (l-95S) in
Current outlets in the area
regardless of Eastern 's spring
orgia.
include
Z's Music, 610 Sixth St.
break. However, the ticket office
Budweiser will also promote
Mister
Music,
700 E. Broadway,
in the Union will be closed over
fe drinking at these pit stops by . break and will reopen when Mattoon, and two Record
iving away pamphlets, bumper
Service outlets in Champaign.
classes resume March 27.
tickers and key chains.
Student Activities Director
"Chances are good that many
Not all ticket sales have been ets as soon as possible to meet
udweiser will also host "The
David
Milberg said in order for
of the better seats will be sold by
slow,
as Mister Music has sold the demand. Mister Music usualorld's Large st Squirt Gun
the time break is over," Brown UB to break even on the event, all but one of the 50 tickets ly carries tickets to Eastern 's
ight" on Friday in Daytona and
said. There will be tickets left, 3,200 tickets must sell for the received.
concerts and sales depend on the
aturday in Ft. Lauderdale. The
but the general public will have spring performance.
Epp
Ingle,
service
manager
at
prominence
of the act, he said.
ame is called Glazer Chace and
"We worked together on the Mister Music, said the record
the advantage to get the best
"The
tickets
went fast once
as developed by Anheuser1964 concert earlier this year,"
remaining tickets, he said.
people
found
out,"
Ingle said.
store
is
hoping
to
get
more
tickusch for non-consumption activ.he said.
·es held during Spring Break.
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Practice makes perfect

Class attenda·nce low before break

Tickets

sel(I,~~

~e

slow for Bangles
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Spring Break .and I'm looking for a job
OPINION

page
L

I

I

~

Editorials represent the
. opinion of the editorial board.
Columns represent the
opinions of the author.
The Dally Eastern News
Friday, March 17, 1989

Good riddens,
We 'II be back
after -b reak
Good gosh by golly ~ring Break's finally
here. Eastern students can now go elsewhere
to swill beer.
(Disclaimer - That last wretched rhyme
does not apply to those who do not drink to
have a good time. Kudos for you.)
Some head south to warmer pastures.
While some head north, hoping this Spring
Break will be better than last
E.dltorlal ] year's.

~

From
e beaches of Daytona to the
plains of Rantoul, it does not matter where
you end up - as long as it's 11ot school.

r-\vhat are most (If not all)
Eastern students thinking
about today? Skipping classes? Going to Daytona?
Drinking
green
beer?
Squeezing In one last trip to
the tan spa before leaving for
that big Spring Break orgy In
the south? Getting a job... ?
OK, so maybe getting a job
Isn't tops on many lists, and I
guess It wasn't tops on mine
either until I realized I was a Amy
has-been.
Traditionally The Dally Carr
Eastern News switches staffs
after Spring Break. So, I knew I would be giving up this
editor thing soon enough. But what I didn't expect
was to come In BEFORE Spring Break and find my
mailbox had been removed and my name had been
nixed from the News' phone list. Yikes, holy slap In
the face.
Well, enough of this depression, It's St. Patty's Day,
right? So, I thought I would wander out on campus
and find some Irish luck (or at least something green,
bubbly and Intoxicating). The Idea here was that one of
these two things would help me figure out what to do
with the rest of my life.
So, here's me cruising along thinking about all the
things I can do with my last month and a half of college, when from nowhere I hear someone or something scream, "Arggghhhhh, spit, spit, doublefleinml"
"Yuck," I said. "Where's the pig that made that
noise?" I looked around, but alas, the campus was
barren.
"Slurp, snot, fart, gag ... Here I am, on your foot, "
came the disgusting little voice.
"Ewwwwww, It's on my foot," I screamed, afraid to
look. But, since there was no one to hear me, I looked.
And there, right before my eyes was a little, vile, disgusting leprechaun.
'Top o' the ... hack, hack, cough ... morning ta' ya.'
Have you got a dgar on ya?"
"No, I mean yes, I mean no, why am I talking to a
leprechaun?"

magic."
"Well, how about a little of that luck? All I want Is
job, preferably In journalism. I've worked diligently
my chosen field for four years and ... "
"A job, hmmm, hey the sorority chick told
there ls an opening on the Student Senate ... "
"Sony, I shouldn't have said preferably In Jou
ism. I meant something that you need a brain for.
other suggestions?"
"What do you say we run to Marty's to see
can chug a ... hack, spit, gaggle ... pitcher of
beer faster. Afterwards we can heh, heh, talk. It's
like you have anything better to do, hee, hee. "
I guess he was right.
- Amy Carr Is a regular columnist !Or The Dally Eas
News and currently looking !Or a job.
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The warm spring sun makes happy every
woman and man, because the boys and the
girls will come back with their hides nice and

"Puke, slurp, wheez ... Shut up and pick me up
whiny little witch, " came the little, repulsive voice.
I don't know why, but I did. And much to my
prise, the leprechaun was also obsessed with the I
of Spring Break. He was wearing a tiny pair of
with a "Party naked" T-shirt. He also Informed me
he was totally prepared for Spring Break since he
stocked his pockets with hundreds of condoms.
"Leprechauns, safe sex and Spring Break,"
thought, Geez. I really need a job."
He must have known of my predicament because
had barely finished my thought when he screamed
true Sam Klnlson form, "You want a job? FORGET mi
IT'LL NEVER HAPPEN!!!"
My first Instinct was to throw the little guy Into
campus pond and watch him be engulfed by the
soaked mess, but I decided to try to get the most
of him. "Listen, you are the most vile, disgusting
ture I have ever seen, and having been at Eastern
four years, I have seen some pretty gross things. Is
your Idea of blarney? Aren't you supposed to
some sort of magical powers or something?"
"My, you're a testy little broad aren't you? Yea,
did have some magic, but I think / left them at one
the party houses. This hot, little sorority chick and
were drinking some green beer when she told me
wanted to know what It was like to do It with a i
rechaun. I told her It was magic.al. The next thl
knew I w.as naked and she was history ... so was
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But heed this warning made so stern, don't
forget Coppertone or your skin's gonna'
burn.
For those of you who will just go home,
good luck in dealing with the parent-control
syndrome.
We'll come back in bermudas and chuck
our rubbers (boots), and then we'll be serious
(lbout getting rid of our blubber.
In the last five weeks much homework is
left to be done, so party now because you're
just gonna' have to wait for more fun in the
sun.
Remember we'll return for the Bangles
extraordinaire, but don't worry about tickets
because by the looks of things, no one's
gonna be there.
When we return maybe Greek Court will be
Eastern's crown, or ·maybe it will be a ghost
town.
We'd be foolish if we didn't tell you to
beware, whatever you do, take special care.
We're outta here.

Quote of the day• ••

''

Increased means and
increased leisure are the two
civilizers of man.
Benjamin Disraeli

''

Your turn
American Red Cro::;s
extendsa 'thank you'
Dear editor;
I would like to express my
thanks to everyone who participated in or helped with the recent EIU
blood drive. The drive was very
successful, with 1 ,433 pints of
blood collected during the four-day
event. This included 276 individuals who gave blood for the first
time.
Organizing a big blood drive like
the one at Eastern is not an easy
task. Many groups and individuals
were involved to make this project
so successful. '
My sincere thanks and grateful
appreciation is extended to the following: Steve Richards, general
blood drive chairman and all the
members · of the Student Blood

Drive Committee; Dr. Mark
Bomball; Mrs. Mary Ellen Bryden;
Dr. Floyd Merritt and the students
of the Advanced Public Speaking
Classes; members of all the community churches who donated
cookies; Mrs. Anne Pagliai; community volunteers and volunteer
nurses; RSVP; Delta Tau Delta fraternity; ROTC; Alpha Phi Omega; Phi
Epsilon Mu; Delta Sigma Theta; and
all the community businesses who
publicized the blood drive on marquee.
A very special " thank you" goes
to the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union for once again
providing the excellent accommodation for the drive, and to Jeff
Shrout, director of dining services
and ARA services for donating all
of the pizza. Your support was
invaluable.

I would also like to thank
Daily Eastern News staff
Tony Campbell and Re
Gambill; Times-Courier
Schmidt; WEIU-TV; and WEIU
and WEIC radio for the great
age given to the blood drive.
Last but certainly not least,
you to all of the Eastern s
faculty, staff and members
community and surrounding
who donated or tried to
blood. Your contribution w
most important, for you
unselfishly of yourself and
time to help someone else I
Please mark your calen
your next opportunity to
blood, Thursday April 2
Charleston High School.

ca
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To drink or not to drink

our turn

ikus' column sparks reaction
ar editor;
I understand that the News
staff is given free reign to write
hatever its members please
and generally, it should be."
ut a new,s paper should nof
be allowed to unjustly and irreponsibly damage the reputa'on of the institution or community it represents, which is
exactly what Kim Mikus'
"High and Dry in Partyin'
Tennessee" does.
That students drink is not
the issue; that Mikus visited
another college campus and
advertised ours as a school
that "revolves around alcohol
and the bar scene" is. Such
irresponsibility is compounded
by Mikus's substantiation of
her claim: she called her quest
to find a party the "important" reason for her attending
the conference in the first
place.
The Daily Eastern News is
distributed widely, to a community that doesn't need yet
another reason to be hostile
toward college students, a
community that has seen too
many of the negative effects of
drinking over the past year. It
1s also sent to the alumni who
aren't apt to be flattered by
their association with an institution that seems to condone
its students' elevation of alcohol over academics.
At any rate, after reading
Mikus' article, which wouldn't
earn more than a "C minus"
in any college English class
("their breaths are checked
when returning to their
dorms?"). I suspect that this
oarticular member of the
•..Jews staff has spent more of
-1er time practicing "partyin"
than learning to write.
But then, at least Mikus'
actions are compatible with
her words.

else at Eastern have to attend
their school. Unfortunately,
this type of egocentric bias
leads to the ever-growing
problem of discrimination we
have in our society. Whether it
be discrimination by sex, race,
or even religion, fr is still the
same.
I am sure they will do alright
in Tennessee without Kim.
They might even have a little
fun without drinking. Fun that
comes without the drinkingrelated car ~dents that result
in sever inju?ies and death that
we have here at Eastern.

Rob Smith
.
• • · "'· · - · ·• ·

some alcohol and "relax." She
just couldn't believe that an
entire campus was without
alcohol (dry). She then challenged us. to ''imagine what
Eastern would be like without
lines in front of Mom's or
party house sto_ries in _the .
Verge." I then tried to imagine
what Eastern would be like
without alcohol and with a
tightly enforced drinking age.
Here's what I came up with:
1. Just maybe a life or two·
could be saved from alcoholrelated accidents.
2. People would be forced
to use some genuine or real
- courage w11en meeting people
of fhe opposite sex. •
3. Alcohol-related incidents
of vandalism on and off campus would decrease.
4. GPAs might raise.
!). Incidents of alcohol-related date rape would decrease.
6. Students would be forced
to use some creativity in finding things to do.
7. Students would not use
being drunk as an excuse for
being inconsiderate of others.
8. Finally, without alcohol,
Eastern would still be an institution of higher education.

Dear editor;
In
Mik11~· March 9 column in connection with alcohol (or lack of it} at a
Tennessee college, the main
theme seemed to be that
Eastern students would not
have anything to do if it were
not for alcohol. Granted,
Charleston may not be the
land of opportunity in social
functions, but I think a little
credit needs to be given to her
peers.
Though I'm not an Eastern
student, I have been a part of
Kim also fails to understand
campus life at both rural and
urban universities (I graduated others who are different than
from the University of Illinois her (those students who
at Chicago), and through my choose to play cards or bowl
experiences with ALL kinds of instead of driving for 45 minstudents, I have found that utes to Knoxville to illegally
there are groups of folks who purchase alcohol). She says, "I
like playing card or bowling on don't have anything against
weekends. They may not turn · people who choose not to
out to be the John Towers' or drink, many of my friends
Kitty Dukakis' of the world - don't drink." Isn ' t this the
same as someone telling a
but then again, is that so bad?
I'm not saying that no one racial joke and then saying, " I
.should drink, and I'm not say- don 't have anything against
ing that those students who blacks, many of my friends are
choose other recreational black."
activities on weekends never
Kim, you have a lot to learn
do. I am saying that it's pretty about appreciating differences,
Mary McDaniel sad when a person can't seem alcohol, the law, and the gento think of going for one eral purpose of higher education. If you would have been
·)ear editor;
weekend without a beer.
more concerned with why you
was surprised at the
Stephanie C. Foster were at a small, dry school in
ridicule !Sim Miku.s., imposed
Tennessee (a journalism conupon the Christian college she
vention) instead of where you
visited in Tennessee. Why is Dear editor;
On Thursday, March 9, I get a " cold beer," maybe you
she so concerned with how
they live? She does not have read a column by Kim Mikus. could have presented yourself
to agree with their choice or In that column, KTffi told us as a socially conscious, thinkeven have to have the word about a journalism convention ing individual.
··morality'' in her vocabulary.
And by the way , the
she attended at a small
I feel it is childish to ridicule Christian college in East University of Tennessee at
an entire campus simply Tennessee. It seems that Kim's Knoxville is a dry campus also
because it differs from her main concern when attending
Douglas A. Doser
own campus. She, nor anyone this convention was to acquire _

fm

The decision should
be-a personal one
As a journalism major, I read The
Daily Eastern News every day.
+sometimes I real'! It because I have a
story in the issue and other times just
because I enjoy" reading. But there is one
thing I can ·say for sure. l read the paper
evt'.!ry day.
Every morning, when I pi<:k up the
paper from the lobby of my dorm, the
first page I turn to is the one you are
reading now. I usually get a kick out of
many of the columns written on this
page, but I never have really had the David
urge to write a column myself. Until .p tt rson
now.
My column is in response to the one • • • • • • • • •
written by Kim Mikus in the March 9 issue of The Daily Eastern
News. What is the purpose of her article?
For those who didn't see it, Ms. Mikus, along with 1 1 other students, recently went to a journalism convention at Newman
Christian College. This particular college, which is not far from the
University of Tennesse campus, has a policy which bans alcohol.
During her visit, Ms. Mikus was extremely upset because she was
forced to drive what must have been a considerable distance to
"party." For her guest column, she makes fun of everything
about the campus as well as the people.
Ms. Mikus clearly endorses alcohol as a necessity to going to
college during her editorial and embarrasses Eastern in the process. Why? I don't know. In addition to this, she totally contradicts herself without even being aware of it.
At one point in the column, she says, "I told her it was sad, but
Eastern revolved around the bar scene."
For starters, if it's so sad Eastern revolves around the bar scene,
don't do it. Your attendance at the bar scene is not mandatory" and
I'm sure most people, including myself, could really care less if
you are there.
.
Secondly, the whole focus of your article is to ridicule Newman
Christian College for its policy which bans alcohol. Do you think
Newman Christian College is a bad school because most of them
don't drink? Who really cares if they don't drink?
If you would open your eyes a little bit you might realize the
reason these people don't drink is because of the religious beliefs
involved. You as a journalist should realize they are only exercis. ing their First Amendment right to freedom of religion. ~ut in case
you forgot, that is the very same amendment which allowed the
most narrow-minded column I have ever seen to be printed. .
I find it unbelievable that someone of your journalistic experience could not recognize such an ignorant, prejudiced opinion.
You criticize their dress, organizations, intelligence, religion and
friendships. These people play cards and enjoy each other's company
fun. That seems like some pretty pure friendships to me.
I don't feel you have the right to judge anyone, but if you're
going to in this type of situation, why not let it be the people who
have nothing better to do than get drunk all the time.
I would 9e. willing to bet the people of Newman Christian
College ha'{e sober, intelligent and satisfying conversations, rather
than stupid, alcohol-induced ones.
I realize, Ms. Mikus, as a journalism major, that you were
forced to think of something to write for this column , but I cannot
sympathize with the content. You are in one of the highest positions as part of The Daily Eastern News staff and have quite a bit
of influence when it comes to what goes in the paper. Don't abuse
it. Many people would love to have their opinions on certain
issues voiced in the paper but either can 't or don't know how.
I think I'll go play cards now.

a e

for

- David Patterson is a staf_f writer and guest columnist for The
Daily Eastern News.
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Apartments
-~

From page 1
train them. "We're just trying to
work it the best we qm," Watson
said.
Residential inspection will take
longer than the two years for
commercial properties, Watson
said. Inspectors only had about
200 commercial properties to
worry with since 1987. In
Charleston, Watson said he was
told by Finley that over 2,300 residential properties are rented.
Both commercial properties
and residential properties are
habitually inspected for smoke
.detectors, Watson said. "Any
time we go into a residential
property for any reason (even privately owned homes) we check
for smoke detectors."
As of August 1987, law says
that first occupancy apartments
(new dwellings) were required to
have smoke detectors as of
January 1988 and existing
dwellings were to have detectors
installed by July 1988.
"I firmly believe in smoke
ietectors," Watson said, adding
:hat they are possibly the most
vital means of preventing injury
iue to fire.
"Building codes have been
rnmething that Draper and
Kramer have been conforming
to," said Jeff Johnson, manager
:>f
Lincolnwood\Pinetree
Apartments, 2219 S. Ninth. In
1988, Lincolnwood\Pinetree had
to remodel many of its units to
::reate more than one entrance to
::enter bedrooms in the apartments.
Jim Wood, Century 21 Realty,
said he is aware of only some of
the requirements under the code
because of complaints from tenants that prompt inspections. He
knows of no programs sponsored
by the city promoting knowledge
of building code requirements.
"Most of the landlords in town, I
would bet, have no idea there is a
new code on the books," Wood
said referring to the l 987 BOCA
code. Although not criticizing the
city, he said. "When the law was
enacted, they should have set a
time period of one or two years to
give the landlords time to reply."
Wood said he handles over 200
rental units ranging from houses
to apartments for both students
and adults.
Following a fire two years ago
· in one of Wood's units, he said he
has become more aware of the
need for smoke detectors. A
neighbor heard the alarm when a
motif candle caught a bookcase
on fire. "The alarm probably
saved the building," he said.
"After that I was much more
_aware of the need for detectors."
"I would welcome a cleaning
up the act on landlords collectively
in this town." Wood said he is
pleased the city allows landlords ·
time to meet code requirements. "I
have some landlords that if they
had to buy a $25 fire extinguisher
for all of their units it would be difficult for them. It's really better for
geµing the job done."
"It would do nothing but help
us because we are trying to conform" to the existing fire codes,
Johnson said. He said fire extinguishers in the apartments had to
be moved to a lower level after
Watson made an inspection of
one unit and cited the indiscrepancy with the BOCA code.
Johnson said he had been
informed by an inspector from the
company supplying the extinguishers that the positioning was
correct, but these requirements
did not measure up to Charleston
codes.

Police ~artment gives warning

.

c ;\\)

2,500 notil::'es sent to

those, only around 10 percent
Bills must be paid by Marc
were paid for immediately, 30. If students still fail to do so,
they will receive a second warn
It's because stu- Hensley said.
If tickets are paid within 48 ing from Glenn Williams, vie
dents don't want to hours, students are charged half president for student affairs. No
walk that far.
the .regular price. This action is to letters will be sent after that,
give students more incentive to Hensley said.
Cases involving people no
Sgt. John Hensley pay the tickets right away rather
than letting them sit around for from Eastern will receive the let
' ' long periods of time, Hensley ters, but "there is no hold we c
said.
put on those people," Hensle
Parking in 15-minute parking said.
attributes this increase to more
freshmen and sophomore drivers zones for longer _lengths of time,
meter violations, and parking plaining about receiving a letter ·
on campus.
"It's not that they (students) without a permit cost students _the mail saying they owe mone
don't have a parking place," $10. Parking in fire lanes, no but don't recall ever receiving
Hensley said. "It's because stu- parking zones or on the grass cost ticket on their windshjel
Hensley said this could be due
dents don't want to walk that students $20.
Money collected from parking people walking by and placi
far."
There are 168 parking spaces violations is used toward parking them elsewhere or by having
in the newly installed parking lot lot maintenence, said Verna wind blow them off t
on Ninth Street and "31 cars are Armstrong, vice president for windshield. But, more than r
the most I've seen in there," administration and finance. This it is due to students putting
includes the installation of side- away and forgetting about i
Hensley said.
In 1988, 20,000 tickets were walks or shrubbery around park- Hensley said.
issued throughout the year. Of ing areas, she added.

By CHARLA BRAUTIGAM

''

Staff writer

Students receiving notices in
the mail asking them to pay up on
parking tickets may not want to
brush them aside.
The notices, sent out near the
end of each semester, tell students
that if fines are not payed, their
records will be frozen. This
means that students will not be
permitted to register at Eastern,
receive their grad~s or have a
transcript of their records sent
elsewhere until the matter is
cleared up.
Sgt. John Hensley of the
University Police Department
said 2,500 letters were sent out
this semester to students as well
as people who received tickets
while visiting Eastern.
The number of letters sent out
was higher this semester than last
semester, Hensley said. He

~sand if fines are not paid records will freeze

----------------------

SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY

SUMMER
SESSIONS
1·9·8·9
For a free Saint Louis University
Sununer Session '89 class schedule, write:

Fr. Eugene Grollmes, S.J.
Director, Summer Session '89
221 N. Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
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MYPIACE
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LOUNGE

"Totaay HOTI!!"
- Joan of Arc,
Teen Martyr
Magazine

FREE Corn Beef
& Potatoes
doors open at 12 noon
$1 00 Killians draft
pitcher specials

*

•Flash Back"

1

at 9:00 pm

Happy St. Patricks Day!

PARTY!
TIL YOU CAN'T
SPIN YOUR WHEELS

ANYMO.RE!

THEN

CALL

US

&

WE'LL

SPIN OURS RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR

JIMMY JOHN'S

GOURMET SUBS

"WE'LL BRING 'EM TO . YA"

345·1075

FRI/SAT NITE 5:00, 6:45, 8:30
SAT/SUN.MATINEES 1:15AND3:15
SUN TO Tl-!URS NITE 5:00 AND 6:45

,·No Passes, Supersaver or MovieGoer
Tickets Accepted
Also No 55 Plus And St ent Discounts

EVER!
IPGI
FRI/SAT NITE 5:10, 7:10, 9:10
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1:10AN03:1
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:10 AND7:

LEVIATHA
PETER WELLER
RICHARD CRENNA
Where your worst
nightmare becomes
a reality.

[!!]

Metro-Goldwyn·Mayer

FRI/SAT NITE 5:15, 7:15, 9:20
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1:00 AND 3:00 SUN TO THURS NITE 515 AND
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ilet V
en you've got to go, you've got
people who try to use the
m in a manner for which it was
tended may find there'~ a high
to pay.
toilet stool was broken aoout 1:3.0
Thursday at Wrangler's Roast
, 703 W. Lincoln, resulting in $300
of damage.
~
tern sophomore oe Re
was
d in connection
the incion charges of criminal damage
perty.
n Ott, a partner in the restausaid this is the first time somelike this has happened.
t
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discusses undergraduate education

education requirements are courses that don't exist and credetermined. Included in the out- ate ones that should be in exisline is a document which dis- tence."
Council member Larry Batts
After a 15-minute wait to cusses "integrated core", which
reach a quorum Th~rsday, the was the major topic of discus- said courses should be designed
to teach student about current
Council on Academic Affairs sion.
The members want to elimi- · and future problems of our sociconducted a lengthy discussion·
on the Study of tLndergraduate nate categories and have all the ety.
courses integrated into one.
"I think we should teach stuEducation.
Some of the members ques- dents now about current probThe issue facing CAA is to
determine the policies of the tioned Whitley if the outline lems such as AIDS, and not talk
ould be p_eimanent or i ey about it 20 years frnrn now,"
general educatio.. requirements
would be able to make changes. Batts said.
for students.
Whitley replied, 'Tm not askHowever, Buchanan said he
"Basic~lly, what we did
today, was to move to put on the ing you to buy this document, is not condemning history classagenda the outline of procedures just to approve it and we can es and said they are very imporwe are going to follow through- add and subtract to it what is tant.
In other business, CAA unanout the duration," said needed."
Also,
one
member, imously approved a new course
Academic Afairs Director Steve
Chemistry professor David proposal from the zoology
Whitley.
Whitley introduced an out- Buchanan, suggested that the department, ZOO 4830,
line which has structured the council should be creative in "Human Genetics." The course
processes through the general choosing courses. "I would will be geared toward students
rather us think in terms of entering the medical field.
By BOB SWINEY

Staff writer

''

I think we should
teach students now
about current problems such as AIDS,
and not talk about it
20 years from now.
Council member

tarry Batts

----------------''
The board also moved to
approve a course revision in the
special education department.
The course, SPE 4920,
"Facilitating Language in
Children (birth to five) Labelled
Exceptional," was changed to
SPE 49:Z5. If the gr_aduate council approves it, it will be offered
for graduate credit.

Happy St. Patrick's Day
, Hope you have a
PY Birthday & a
y St. Patty's DAy.
always, Rick.

•

i , Candle Light,
e Songs, and you.
perfect Irish situa. Love Always, Bob ·

BUGSY: The luck of the
Irish was with me when I
met you! LOVE- Lori

MARY: Thanks for the
midterm snack. It made
my week. Have a Great
Break. Andy

.'

.

•

McSmitty, McJanu, and
Boobage O'Biedron:
Hopavope a nopicope
bropeakop! Love, Guess
who??

Colleen, May all the
Luck of the Irish and the
Green Beer Be with you.
Have a wonderful Spring
Break. Love, Jeff

Hey, all you composing
leprechauns have a
great St. Patrick's Day
and Spring Break. Be
ready to work when ya
get back. Ha KB, SRN

Happy St. Pat's day to
the
colleens
&
spalpeens who keep life
interesting in the Front
Office! Have a great
break! Betty

Missy Blum, ROSES
ARE RED, MUSTARD IS
GREEN, IF YOU COOK
ME DINNER I WILL
LICK
THE
PLATE
CLEAN. P.S. YOU OWE
ME A BEER IN HILTON
HEAD. SEEEE YAAAA!
SEYMOUR MONEY

GREEKS
SHINE
IN
'89

5-2844

WHY

PLAY

So paint your Greek Week
bright by Rooting for .

GAMES?
Call Jerry's for a Great Hot Pizza
Delivered to Your House.or Room In 30
Minutes or Less!

.
'

TRY OUR lWO FOR 1
2 Large Single Ingredient
- Pizzas

....

$12.95
Large Single
Small Single
gredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke
Quart of Cok~

$6.95

$5.25

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844

Large Two
Small Two
gredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke
Quart of Coke

$8.25

$6.20

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844

yo\tr Tuggs, Singers, Air band,
& Greek games
•
1n

Tbe Daily Eastern News
Greek Week Guide
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Classified ads

8 March 17, 1989

ctServices Offered

ctHelp Wanted

ctRoommates

"My Secretary" Professional
resumes, papers, letters, etc.
903 18th. 345-1150. 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515
PROFESSIONAL RESUME
PACKAGES: Quality papers,
big selection, excellent service. _
PATTON QUICK PRINT; 820
Lincoln, next to Super-K. 3456331.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
COPY-X
CHARLESTON
Resume specials, large selection, friendly, fast service .
Copy-X your copy center! 207
Lincoln Ave. 345-6313.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010

SITTER NEEDED NOW OUR
HOME EVENINGS M-F 3 TO
12 FOR 2 GRADE SCHOOL
CHILDREN TRANSPORTATION REQUIRED. PREFER
SOMEONE GOING TO SUMMER SCHOOL BUT NOT
REQUIRED. CALL 345-3664
BEFORE 2:00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
During Spring Break and/or
weekends Yard Work; $4/hr;
Applications can be picked up
outside of 321 coleman Hall or
call 345-2600 after 7 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ ____3/17

1 Female roommate needed for
Inter and Summer of 89. NICE
APT. Call Kathi or Linda 348:
8759
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/27
Summer Subleasers Needed 3 Females. Park Place 1-$100
per mo. 2 spaces open MayAug. 1 space open June-Aug.
Call Karen 345-7958
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17

ctHelp Wanted

NEW FACULTY MEMBER
desires to rent house starting
June 1989. Contact before
March 29 . P.0.Box 44212 .
Layfayette, La 70504 (318)
837-9058
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/29

Wanted: artist able to do color
seperation for silk screen shop.
345-5022 (9-5)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
ATTENTION
HIRING!
Government jobs - your area.
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602838-8885. Ext R3998
-~------3/31
CAMP ·COUNSELORS
.
. wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer campus. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, water·skiing, gymnastics , riflery,
archery, tennis, golf, sports,
computers, camping, crafts,
dramatics, OR riding . Also
kitchen , office, maintenance.
Salary $900 or more plus R&B.
Marc Seeger, 1765 Maple,
Nfld., IL 60093. 312-446-2444
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/29
EARN $ DURING SUMMER
VACATION Crest Photo Lab in
Elgin, Illinois is looking for locaf
college students that wish to
work during the summer vacation. We offer on the job training and a chance to work with
us again during Christmas
break. Apply during spring
break on Friday, March 24th
between 1 pm to 4 pm. CREST
PHOTO LAB 955 Bra!ldt Drive;
Elgin, II 60120 EOE (312) 6974073
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17

crwanted

ctAdoption
HOPING TO ADOPT We're a
happily married, financially
secure couple with a beautiful
home and lots of love to share
with a much-wanted baby. If
you are pregnant and considering placing your baby for adoption , please call us. We can
help you, and you can help us
make our lives complete .
Expenses paid. Confidential,
legal. Call Deborah qnd David
collect day or night at 312/9354088, or call our counselor collect at 312/280-8744
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/3
ADOPTION
Childless
Michigan couple would like to
adopt infant. Make our dreams
come true! Call Laura or John
collect (313) 663~ 7Hl2 or, our
attorney collect (217) 352-7941
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/19

ctRoommates
Need a roommate for next
semester? Advertise in the
Classifieds and get results.
_ __ _ __ _ _ _010

ctFor Rent
AVAILABLE NOW SUMMER
OR FALL 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. APARTMENT
RENTALS 820 LINCOLN
STREET. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515
Need 2 or 3 females for two furnished apartments near
Campus. All utilities paid. 3454243.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
2 non-smoking males for apt.
near south campus. $150 ea. +
share utilities. 345-3771 .
_ _ __ __ _ _ _010
MALE VACANCY AVAILABLE
for summer. Contact Park
Place Apts. Call 348-1479.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _OID
Extra nice 3 bedroom furnished
house for 1989-90 school year.
Six people , 10 mo. lease ,
$160/mo. 345-3148 evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
For Rent: McArthur Manor
Apartments . 2-bedroom, furnished. 345-2231 .
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _010
Townhouses Best in town for
the money Two bedrooms furnished. 11 units in the 1600
block 7 University Dr. 9 units at
6th St. & Polk. $148 ea. for 3,
$124 .50 ea. for 4 people . 9
month lease. Phone 345-6~1?
' 010
Large furnished Apt. for 3 or 4
available now for 5" 1/2 months.
Call 345-4757
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
3 bedroom apartment. $300
plus electricity. Fall ; summer
rates. Close. 345-2203 after 5
p.m.
010

ctFor Rent
ENJOY YOUR PRIVACY Furnished rooms $140.00 a
month. Includes water, cable
t.v. , electricity, lot of parking.
Call 948-5575.
_ _ _ _ _ca3/3,10,17,31
Male to share with one large 2
bedroom apartment. $125 plus
utilities. 345-2203 after 5 p.m. •
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
APT /House for rent 219
Jackson 4 or 5 students at 125
ea. 4 bedrooms 9 month lease
345-5641 c/o Jim
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _3/17
2 bedroom furnished apartments for 2,3, or 4. Leasing for
August and May. Laundry and
Parking. no pets. 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/16
One bedroom apartments; very
near EIU ; range, refrig, and
drapes provided ; two people
max ; 9 or 12 month leases;
$320 or $250 per month; 5816243 or 345-4220
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Summer Subleaser(s) Needed
PARK PLACE I Apts . - Nice
One-Bedroom , fully furnished
apt. for one or two people.
Available May 15th. Call 3452633
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
FALL FOUR BEDROOM
HOUSE 319 MADISON.
$110/PERSON
SUMMER
ONLY 314 POLK $200 per person (entire summer) 3 months.
Call 348-5032
_ _ __ _ __ __ 3./31
3 bedroom apartment for rent.
1409 9th St. 345-4238.
Available in Fall. Also downstairs apartment for up to 4
people.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./16
Subleasor needed immediately
until end of ser:nester rent $50
,. p.m C,,6.Ll 3"45-2.954-+louse
·right across union.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./ 17

ctForSale

·Report errors immediately at-581-2812._ Co
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless no·
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.

GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
Vehicles from $100. Fords.
Mercedes .
Corvettes.
Chevys . Surplus. Buyers
Guide ( 1) 805-687-6000 Ext.
S-9997
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
FOR SALE: Red 1985 Hondc;i
Elite 150cc Scooter. Kept in
garage and fueled with super
unleaded gas only. Highway
legal (65mpt) Call 345-3577
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17

Don 't be left Homeless
call 345-9105 for appt.

on any student apartment
leased during the
month of March 1989
for the fall of 1989
"Hot" Summer only rates
also available.

PARTMENT RENTALS
820 Lincoln Ave. ·
348-7746
The Dally Eastern News

24 Sea duck
26 Prof's degree
1 Mischi~f
29 Compass pt.
5 London's
Regent's30 Stableman
9 Hamadryad
32Gatt
14 Conceit
33 Periods
15 Henri Philippe
34 Wharton's ' Old
BenoniNew York," e.g'.
Joseph Petain
38Almost
16 Site of
39 Seasonable
Betelgeuse
17 me tangere 40 Spring flowers
42 Eight furlongs
18 Catamount
111 Caisson
43 English Channel
feeder
20 Graf's feat: 1988
44
Decoy
22 Highnote
23 Diarize
46 Terhune canine

ACROSS

Classified Ad For

49 Bangtail
50 Orr was one
51 Cubic meter
53 Observe
SS Chinese
checker?
57 "Harrigan"
songwriter
59 Teri of "Tootsie"
60 Arrow poison
61 Got up and at
'em
62 Dutch cheese
63 Remitted
64 Polyphonic
composition
85 Depend
66 Papaw or persea

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __,.
Phone: _ _ _ _ __
Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ---:
Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ __

DOWN

Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ __

1 Stamp mounts

2 Emblazons

3Tell
4 Normandy
neighbor
s A favorite in
Bean town
6 Talismans
7 Forward a letter
8 Gleason role .
90uail
10 Unwritten
11 Dance craze in
the 30's
1. ,,.

. . . . -.

..

~ 't •1 •11 •
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Lost: a very special gold
in the Science Buildin
Kiehm Hall. Sentimental
If found call MB 5704

Your Home away
from Home that
Cares

Stereo speakers 100 wts 1 5' ·
woofers. 3ft tall $215 OBO. Call
Chris 345-9488.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 3./17

,Crossword Puzzle

of

Stolen from Krackers, B
Louis Vuitton Wallet. Pl
return all identificati
Pictures, License, and the
let if you would be so
Reward for finder of these

Regency
Apts.

Friday's

..

ost/Found

ctFo.r Sale

. ., ,

~

.

'

no. words/days
Payment:
12 A friend of Pooh
13 Blyth or Miller
21 Sea anchor
25 Amatory
27 Famed U.N.
advocate
28 Sledge or sled
31 Gun dog
32 Dotted, as with
stars

33 Willing partner
35 Most repulsive
36 Severn tributary
37 Firenze coin
38 Flier
41 Cozier
42 Coal or quartz
45 Screed
46 Hobber, in the
game of
horseshoes

D

Amount due:$ _ __
Cash

D

Check

D

Credit

47 Francis or Dahl
46

Expunge

Check number

so Pulitzer Prize
poet: 1929
52 Dance craze of

the 60's
54 Palliate
56 Host

57 Tappet mover
58 Gold, to Cortes

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vai
cents per word first day. 1O cents per word e
consective day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse
considered libelous or in bad taste•

•
The Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Relations. Questions
concerning the notices should be directed to that office.

fficial Notices

frlday, March 17, 1989
McNAUGHTON
SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATIONS

is now accepting nomins
for
the
F.F.
Memorial
aughton
rship. The Scholarship
established by the
gham Daily News of
am, Illinois.
be considered for the
ughton Scholarship, can-

st be entering freshman,
omore, junior or senior
demonstrate a financial
for the scholarship.
ust have the declared
to pursue a degree in
or journalism,' or teachcertification in either of
fields.
Must be a native of
ngham County, Marion
, Fayette County, Shelby
nty, Jasper County,
berland County or Clay

County, or be the son or daughter of a resident of any of those
counties.
5. Must write an essay to
accompany application, on this
subject: "How I Became a
Reader and What I Plan to Do
During
My
Career
to
Encourage Others to Read."
Students who meet the above
criteria and are interested in the
Scholarship may pick up an
application form at the EIU
Foundation office at Brainard
House, 1548 Fourth Street,
Charleston.
Deadline for complete applications is April 21, 1989.
Charles Titus
Assistant to the
Executive Officer
EIU Foundation
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MARCH 28 - MOORE BUSINESS FORMS
MARCH 29 - THE KROGER
CO.; OSCO DRUGS

MARCH 30 - MUTUAL OF
OMAHA; NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL; ACE HARDWARE
CORP.
MARCH 31 - AMERICAN
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
APRIL 4 - LANIER
APRIL 6 - CHEMLAWN SERVICE CO.
APRIL 7 - LUTHERAN GENERAL HOSPITAL; COUNTRY
COMPANIES
APRIL 13 - AMBASSADOR
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
TEACHER PLACEMENT DAY
APRIL 5 - GRAND BALLROOM
- UNIVERSITY UNION - 9:00
A.M. - 3:00 P.M.
SUMMER JOBS
APRIL 5 - CAMP THUNDERBIRD
APRIL 12 - WALT DISNEY
WORLD
Shirley Stewart
Director, Planning
& Placement Center

MCI TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SCHOLARSHIP

MCI Telecommunications is
sponsoring a scholarship program for talented students who
may wish to pursue careers in
the telecommunications industry. Each MCI Scholar will
receive $3,000 for two years of
full-time study ($1,500 each
year). Applicants must:
1. Reside in Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Ohio or Wisconsin
and be enrolled in a college or
university in one of these
states;
2. Be full-time students who will
earn their Bachelor's Degree in
1991;
3. Maintain a cumulative grade
point average of 3.2 (on a 4.0
scale);
4. Pursue a business-oriented
major such as administration,
management, marketing, economics, finance, or personnel
administration; and
5. Participate actively in cam-

pus or community organizations.
Students may request application materials until April 1 by
writing to:
MCI
Telecommunications
Scholarship Program
c/o Citizens' Scholarship
Foundation of America, Inc.
P.O. Box 297
St. Peter, MN 56082
All application requests must
be accompanied by a stamped,
self-addressed business-size
envelope.
Ted W. lvarie
Dean, Lumpkin
College of Business
R.R. DONNELLEY
SCHOLARSHIP

Business majors interested in
applying for the R.R. Donnelly
& Sons Scholarship and who
did not receive an application in
the mail should contact Kathy
Bennett in Blair Hall 101 imme-

Friday's

D: Single key in front of
Main Pick up at the Dally
mNews
.,_._ _ _ _ ___;3127
: Gold bracelet with heart
rm, very sentimental.
ard offered. If found, call
·2302TARA.
.___ _ _ _ ___;3128

Announcements
Midterms with a bash,
rs. North room of Page
. $3 girli;, $3.50 guys.
9:00
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _3/18
ORMATIONAL MEETING
EIU CHEER TEAM TAYS ON MARCH 29 IN RM
MCAFFEE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _3/29
ORMATIONAL MEETING
R THE EIU PANTHER
SCOT TRYOUTS ON
CH 29 IN RM 138 MCAF_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;3129
JENNINGS- We hope you
e a Very Happy Birthday!
, your ASA sisters.
t Noble, Don't worry about
Ides of March! Have a
PPY BIRTHDAY AND A
E SPRING BREAK. Love,
& Becky

h and Begorra! Ryan and
would like to wish CINDY
NON A HAPPY BIRTH':( AND A FUN-FILLED
ING BREAK!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/17
, Bunny & Buch, Remeber
said Baby could play!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/17
IE GERALD Congrats on
Graduate Assistant Ship!!!
, Sherri
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./17
Krywanio (A.K.A. Lips) I'll
you over break while I'm
e beach! Love Dawn
- Have a super break!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17

diately for further details.
Students must meet the following criteria to apply:
1. Admitted to a degree program in the Lumpkin College of
Business
2.Completed at least 60
semester hours
3. Have a GPA of 3.5 or higher
4. Currently enrolled at EIU and
will be enrolled Fall Semester
1989.
Ted W. lvarie
Dean, Lumpkin
College of Business
DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a
class or withdrawing from the
University is FRIDAY, MARCH
31, 4:30 P.M. The grade for the
class dropped after March 13
but by March 31 will be either
"WP" or "WF; as determined
by the instructor.
Michael D. Taylor
Director, Registration

Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Correct
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified,
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.

Classified ads
ost/Found

9

[](Announcements
Michele, Larry, Kelly CRASH
ON THE BEACH it's PARTY
TIME! Dan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Rick Saxinger, have a Happy
Birthday on Monday! Your
LAMBDA CHI brothers.
---------'3/17
DON BAWOLEK, We hope our
sweetheart has a great spring
break! You're the greatest.
Love, the PHI SIGS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/17
Janet Noble, Happy Birthday!
Hope you have a great one!
Love, your PHI SIG Sisters .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
PHI SIGS, Have a great spring
break! Love, George
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Missy Burke, Congratulations
on PHI SIG pledge of the
month. Keep up the great work.
Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Lori Strong, I'll unground you
for next week, but remember to
be in at no later than 10:15.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Have a great break. Love,
Daddy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Show a friend you care about
him in the Daily Eastern News
Classified pages.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
Mike- Happy St. Patrick's Day! I
hope you have a great spring
break in Florida! I'm going to
miss you so much! Love, Kristie
P.S. I'm going to be tanner than
you! Go Minnesota! Ha!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Hey Michelle and Janna, day 0
is here! LET'S PADRE! Here's
to fun, Corona's, and sun! Let's
ALL eat the worm (O.K.
Shelly?)!!! Love ya, Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
ALPHA SIGMA TAU is
proud to present the
UPSILON PLEDGE CLASS:
Karla Crawford, Julie Ebell ,
Jenifer Halt, Angie Hatch,
Tracy Lightbody & Barb
Schoen. Congratulations
Guys!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
The Daily Eastern News Greek
Week guide is coming soon. So
get ready!!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010

Mark A. Randall
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HA,HA ...
HeH...

\

Campus Clips
DANCE CLUB will have dance rehearsal March 26 at

m. in the McAfee Dance Studio. To all dance members:
one who will be back in time after spring break there
be a rehearsal on Sunday, March 26 at 4 p.m. Please
- 'if at"ail possible..
. . ...

Friday, March 17, 1989
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JENNIFER KRYCA I Staff phot

THE

OFFICE

STORE

COMPANY@

Spring
Sale

• 10% off Scotch tape
while supplies last.
•correction fluid 97¢
reg. $1.59
•much morel

Gasland
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
~ U-Store Warehouse ~

''
'''
~

~
1

INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"
Charleston, Illinois 61920

I Behind Rex 'n' Don's Warehouse
I
South Route 130
~ Ph: 345-3334 Night Ph.: 345-5850
I Don & Mary Thomason-Owners

''
'''
~
~
I

~
I
I
I

-inquire about our FAX service348-5614
820 Lincoln Ave

Tuition

Scholarships
For Oualified
ApQlicants.
Rush Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medi
Center announces an expansion of
Nursing Services Scholarship Pr
A cooperative program between the
hospitals of the Medical Center and
Rush University College of Nursing.

112 block east of
Old Main

Meet

If you are considering nursing as a
career...consider Rush University.
- Earn a B.S. in Nursing entering
with 90 quarter hours
(60 semester) scientific and
liberal arts foundation.
- Earn a .B.S. in Nursing entering
with an RN with 90 quarter ho
(60 semester) scientific and libe
arts foundation.
- Earn an M.S. in Nursing enteri
with a baccalaureate in a field
other than nursing.

"E. L. O'Reilly"

~1111111111111111~

Happy B-day Kris!
Let's Party on
St. Pat's Day!
Love,
Nancy, Neala, Lisa,
Beth, Missy, Heather

so¢ GR EE.N drafts
plus:
T'shirts & Prizes
8 - CLOSE

For specific information regarding
opportunity, call the College
Admission Services Office for
advising or an appointment:
942 -7 100.
t~is

_
~

ID RUSH UNIVERSI

11 9 Schweppe-Sprague Hall, 17 43 W. Harrison Street. Chicago, IL

Friday, March t 7, t 989

astern heads south
seball team set for.1·5-game swing

the first part of Spring
in Florida, but only to try
up some wins in the Gulf
lassie in Panama City,
Panthers (1-2) will play 15
during the break in their
through the South.
em will be facing
11ri-Rolla and Central
· on Friday. On Saturday,
Tech and Berry College
the opponents.
Panthers will take on
see Te~h again S.unday
ith Wittenburg College.
Classic will conclude on
y with Eastern playing
College.
dition to the Florida trip,
thers will play four games
State March 21-22. While
a, Eastern will play one
at the University of
a-Birmingham on March

ng Green, Ky. Western
ky will host the Panthers
games March 25-26.
warmth of the Sun Belt
eat up the the already hot
bats.

live

The Panthers broke out of the
gate fast, scoring 25 runs in three
games. Eastern lost to Illinois
twice by a combined total of five
runs, but they wasted the Murray
State Racers 13-1 .
The swing through the South
will serve as a test for the Eastern
pitching staff:
"Florida will give us an opportunity to get an indication of the
rest of the staff," Eastern coach
Dan Callahan.
Mike Deese, Darin Kopac and
Scott Nelson started the first three
games for Eastern at Murray
State.

Callahan said juniors Ryan
Edwards and Jim Sweeney, both
junior college transfers, have the
potential to make a contribution to
the staff.
"They are our only strikeout
pitchers," Callahan said of the
two fireballers.
"He's got to be much more
consistant than he has been,"
Callahan said of Edwards.
Sweeney pitched in relief of
Nelson in the U of I game March
12. He surrendered five runs in
the last two innings after pitching
three scoreless frames.
"Jimmy's a hard worker, but
he has to work on his concentration," Callahan said.
Callahan said the pitchers
might have to stay in and take
their lumps because the staff's
well is close to dry.
"There are going to be times
this year where guys are going to
have to stay in and maybe take a
beating," Callahan said.
The pitching will have to start
improving in Flo~ida for the
Panthers to win some games,
· Callahan said.
"If the pitching doesn't
improve down there, they're
going to drive me crazy. They'll
have to drop me off at Menard
(Correctional Center) on the way
back."

!Pd wrestlin'

rappler ~olina advances i NCAAs:,
err,J\JlUrphy bow out in first round
tern senior Marty Molina,
a first-round setback, won
xt two matches to stay alive
consolation bracket of the
'sion I NCAA Wrestling
ament in Oklahoma City,
Thursday.
Jina, who wrestles again
y, needs to win two more
hes to become an All·can.
e Panthers' other two grapwho qualified for the tournat, junior Terry Murphy and
or Craig Sterr, were both
ked out of competition early.
olina, ·in the 177-pound
ht class, began by losing his

first-round match to Derek
Capanna of Virginia 11-5.
However, Molina qualified for
the consolation bracket and a
matchup with Lance Markel of
Pitt when Capanna also won his
next
match.
In
NCAA
Tournament meets, a first-rnund
loser is placed in the consolation
brack~t if his victorious opponent
wins over his second-round draw.
In his first match of the conso1a ti on -bracket preliminaries,
Molina stopped Markel 9-2. The
victory sends Molina to his second-round consolation match
against Joe Wytiszenski of
Nebraska-Omaha:
Junior Terry Murphy of the
150-pound weight class was decisioned in his first-round match by

Thane Turner of Lock Haven
(Pa.) 3-2. Murphy was knocked
out of the tournament when
Turner lost his next match.
Senior Craig Sterr was downed
by seventh-seed Craig Corbin,
also of Lock Haven, 16-7, then
was knocked out of competition
when he Jost to Cory Baze of
Oklahoma State 12-7. It was the
third year in a row that Sterr has
been eliminated in the tournament's first round.
Oklahoma State led the tourney with 25 1/4 points. Michigan
was second with 21 1/4 points
and Oklahoma was third with 21
points.
There are four more rounds lef1
in the tournament. Two on Frida)'
and two on Saturday.
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f)J~ s
~Of Memory Lant %<taumn.t

345-7312

FRIDAY'S SPECIALS
Fish Sandwich wI fries & drink
$2.50

MIDTERM SPECIALS
•Spaghetti w/ mushrooms,
Florentine or Tetrazzini Sauce
•Ravioli •Linguini w/ clam sauce
•Fettucine •Cannalloni
•Manicotti
PIATES ~ s2so

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT TED'

'i='RToA"v'sBAND _________ -- '.~j,
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"LUGR"
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High Energy Rock-n-Roll and Light Show
Featuring Joe Wiekham, Ernie Teal, Bob
Hiltebeitab and Marty Weatherford.
s12s RUM & COKE
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1SATURDAV'S BAND - FROM CHICAGO
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"JOKER"

c!

ROCK-N-ROLL SHOW

~

Animated high energy with a strong beat.
Filled with unique personalities that explode on
stage!
WITH SPECIAL GUEST-???
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FALL AVAILABILITY
PARK PLACE I -

PARK PLACE II

• 1,2, & 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
•Laundry &
Parking

•Brand new 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
·Laundry &
Parking

(ON? th ST. ACROSS FROM UNION)
-MICROWAVES AVAILABLE FOR ALL UNITS-

ST. JAMES PLACE (1905 S.12th ST.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Fully Furnished Units
• A.C. • Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

348-14 79

(after 1 p.m.)
or (217) 359-0203

Read The Daily Eastern News
SAME DAY
SERVICE
INMOST
CASES

ell all of your
wanted items!
Advertise in

he l)aily
Eastern
News

345-5100

Classified

904 E. LINCOLN, CHARLESTON

I

Warbler

Top left: the "Cracker-box," Eastern's home basketball gym in 1931. Top right: the Panthers' varsity squad of 1931 . Bottom left: a collegf}_ of the women's sports, 1936. Bottom
right: men's sports, 1936.
-

Past Ea.stern gyms ·rich in hoop history
y AMBER GRIMES
Staff writer

As Eastern 's basketball team
brought to a close its 1988-89
season, another year will be preserved for the history books.
But what most people don't
realize is that Eastern 's basketball
history spans 80 years, starting in
1909. Most people also don't
realize that there have been two
gymnasiums named after one of
Eastern's most illustrious coach.es. Most people know that Lantz
Gym was named after coach
Charles Lantz, but few people
know that before McAfee Gym
was actually given its current
name, it was called Lantz
Gymnasium, and was also known
as the Health Education Building.

But the first home for the was named after Florence B.
Panthers' basketball games was McAfee, who was then the head
affectionately known by the of the women's physical educasportscasters as the "Cracker tion department.
box." We know it today as the
Lantz Gym was named for
Textbook Library. The term coach Lantz, who coached base"cracker box" was derogatory in ball, basketball and football for
that it referred to the rather small 24 years. After he officially
size and cramped conditions of retired from coaching in 1935, he
the gymnasium. Much to the continued to teach classes and
relief of the Eastern students, a still coached the baseball team
"funeral" was held for the crack- until 1952.
er box in 1938 when the games
Although the sites where the
were moved to the first Lantz games were played have changed,
Gym (McMee).
the spirit the Panthers put into the
Lantz Gym number-one was games is still evident. According
built on what was then Lake to past players, the 't echniques
Ahmoweenah. The building was . have changed also.
renamed McAfee in 1966 when
"The shooting now is phenomthe Charles P. Lantz Physical enal. In the early 40's, the jumpEducation and Recreation shot was just coming into use,"
Building was built. The building said Tom Katsimpalis, former
c

Eastern athletic director and center for the 1949 basketball team.
Another play Eastern basketball players used was a strategy
known as "two-timing" the ball.
"Two of the best players I've
ever seen were Bobby Lee and
Roger Dettro, now the mayor of
Mattoon. They were the best twoon-one players. They could really
two-time the ball," said
Katsimpalis. "One would wait for
the player with the ball to reverse
his dribble and then they'd steal
it."
Although attendance may be a
problem now, back in 1949 people had to wait in line for tickets
and baseball bleachers had to be
brought in to accommodate the
crowd.
Although a shortage of space

was the reason for both
moves - the first move
Pemberton Gymnasium
McAfee and then the move
McAfee - both gyms will
hold special memories i
players.
"The floor (in McAfee)
unique because of the wall.
lated the fans from the p
It's one of the best forms
control'," said Katsimpalis.
"When they were pain·
lines on the court (in Mc
they put the basket at 94 ·
But then they found out th
to be a two-foot extension
the basket, and ours was i
longer," said Katsimpali
was funny because it use to
off the other teams," he ad

Illini hold off pesky McNeese State 77-71
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- Kenny Battle
scored 18 points and Lowell Hamilton 17
Thursday night as Illinois, the top seed in
the NCAA Midwest Region, survived a
late 3-point assault to beat McNeese State
77-71 in a first-rounq game at the Hoosier
Dome.
The Illini, 28-4, broke a close game
open by outscoring the Cowboys 24-4 over
the final 6 and 1/2 minutes of the first half
and the first five minutes of the second
period.
-McNeese State, 16-14, the Southland
Conference tournam~nt champion and

seeded 16th, was playing in its first NCAA
tournament.
Illinois held only a five-point lead at
halftime and gave up the first basket of the
second half before putting the game out of
reach with a 14-2 burst. Steve Bardo had
five points and Hamilton four during that
streak.
A 19-6 Illinois streak midway through
the period helped push the margin to 23
before McNeese's final rally.
Tab Harris had 15 points for the
Cowboys, all coming on 3-point shots,
including four in the final 48 seconds.

Nick Anderson added 13 points and
Kendall Gill had 11 for Illinois, secondplace finisher in the Big Ten Conference.
McNeese was led by Michael Cutright with
28 points. Anthony Pullard added 13.
Illinois scored the first eight points of
the game but struggled through a streak of
10 straight missed shots and a 14-2
McNeese burst that put the Cowboys ahead
21-16.
..__,
Cutright had seven points during that
spurt, including a 3-point goal with 6:38 to
go to give McNeese State its biggest lead.
But those were the final points of the half

for the Cowboys as Illinois built a
lead at the break.
MCNEESE STATE (71)
Harris 5-10 0-0 15, Cutrigbt 12-27
Pullard 6- 15 1- 1 13, Griggley 0-3
Thompson 4-7 0-2 8, Davis 3-4 0-0 6, ·
0-0 0-0 0, Williams 0-0 0-0 O. Totals
71.
ILLINOIS (77)
Anderson 4-6 5-8 13, Battle ·5-13
Hamilton 7-8 3-4 17, Gill 5-13 1-1 11,
0-0 9, Bowman 0-0 0-0 0, Manzke
Smith 3-4 0-0 6, Small 0-2 1-2 1, Libe
2, MacDonald 0-0 0-0 0, Shapland 0
Totals 28-61 20-26 77.

